Economic Investment Plan 4
College Students Receiving Financial Aid
What You Can Do with A Grant
-ManSTRuth

College students have their own anticipated refund season which
they do not have to wait for the months of January & February to
enjoy. The college student’s version of “tax time” is during the
months August-September (Depending on the college or
university) and the checks which get distributed is called the Pell
Grant or simply refund (depending on if attending a community
college (Pell Grant) or a University (refund)). From these
disbursements, most college students expect to receive about
$10,000 per year, with a potential refund of $2,000-$5000 per
semester. There is a lot that can be done with this amount of
money. Especially at a young age.

The Top 10
Investing in You

1. Find your niche! And be able to answer these questions:
What are you good at? What is your hobby? Do you already
know what it is that you love to do? Is it accessible for the
potential to make money?
2. Create a business plan around what you love to do. What are
you going to college for? Perhaps you can begin starting a small
business around that; working on your field as you learn it.
Studying biology? Want to be a doctor? Pursuing to become
videographer? A programmer? Designer? Claim ownership now
and do not wait on your degree. The knowledge, wisdom &
understanding gained along the way will be most profitable.
3. Build a team or join in a team of others who are along the
same pursuit, and have similar goals. The force that comes from
within a unison is one that creates a master mind- two or more
minds joined together in a harmonious effort to create ideas
and solutions.

4. Create a treasury with your squad and have set dues which
shall require everyone’s hand in participation. The dues are to
go towards the forward building of the end goal.
5. Have a product(s) to sell. The voice of your brand/business
should be the brand’s/business’s product, and this product
should be its logo/trademark. Provide this (goods) or services
which benefit other people, and it will bring forth the Law of

Compensation- The visible effects of our deeds given to us in
gifts/money, inheritance, friendships, and blessings. The profit
made from the sale of these products should also go towards the
treasury.
6. Build credit with a student credit card. If you are linked to
other access for building your credit, be both reliable &
consistent.
7. Buy and Trade. Find a reasonable and consistent stock share.
Open up a Brokerage Account. You may also buy and trade in
open markets, where you too are a vendor.
8. Savings source for your money- Arguably the 2nd best way to
invest in yourself with number 1 being to take a risk to dive. One
good investment idea would be to get a Certificate of Deposit
(CD) which is a savings certificate issues by a bank or deposit
broker. It is a promissory note that specifies the terms and
amount of debt, interest rate, date and issuing organization,
and the issuer’s signature. Another would be to invest in your
own private bank.
9. Become a Landlord. Get an apartment with 2, 3, or 4 rooms
and either rent out the other rooms, or rent out the whole
apartment.
10.
Purchase Farm Land with your squad, or any reliable
team of health conscious individuals and begin growing natural
foods and material goods.

Additional Tips

Get out of your comfort zone.
Many people are comfortable with our sitting because there has yet to be an
extreme need or desire to get up. Many college students between freshman
year-junior year either have no bills to pay, very little bills to pay, or have a
certain amount of bills along with access to a very good support system.
 There are young adults in college who are assisted by the aid of their
parents or other loved ones, therefore they are able to get by.
The first survival tactic taught early in college is how to get by, and to be
satisfied to have made it. Sprouted out from this seed was the
comfortability with “just getting by” and the “satisfaction” to have a plate
of food for the moment while waking back up to an empty fridge in the
morning.

I have yet to find a class which would be required for freshman as well as
students who did not take it during their freshman year, that teaches

financial literacy and how to manage your refund money. This is
specifically for those who receive a Grant from financial aid.
A person that is truly financially stable did not become that way by
operating only when in dire need, this individual understood that the
pursuit of happiness had to be sought after even in life’s dull moments.
Meaning that Even in Sleep one must be an entrepreneur.
 There are plenty of college students receiving enough refund money
to make investments that will return abundance by the time they
graduate; therefore, limiting the stress over loans to perhaps 1%!

Make Idle Time Planning time!
Freedom is a virtue. When one is free from what they believed to be
bondage, they immediately seek to do the things they’ve been fantasizing to
do while they were without as much freedom to do so.
Before one attends college for the first time, they are already being

advertised parties, clubs, alcohol and drugs, and with most of these
promotions comes the tag line “be free”, as if it is freedom that comes
after buying into all of the things which do not invest in a positive future for
you, or your family, and when we have children we find ourselves in a
deeper end of the pool. Comfortability creates the mind that drifts and is
not focus.

 It is best to keep a mind that does depend on assistance in our
finances, and to live like every



penny counts!

Make it a habit!

You’ve decided to make a change! You see where you need to be,
how you need to get there, and the tools that will assist you as well as those
who will join you. Now what?
 Stephen Curry would not be as great as he is if he didn’t practice, if he
wasn’t consistent on his training and his hustle on and off the court,
which has helped him become the disciplined athlete, husband, and
father that he is. Beyoncé could not have been telling any woman to
get in formation if she didn’t understand how to herself.
Just as I myself could not be providing you with such advice & information
as this if I were not able to in myself, understand the benefits of becoming
disciplined in my finances, my thoughts and my actions. I am positive that
doing so now will help to provide both me and my family with a sustainable

future which will not interrupt our bliss. There is no question that you (the
reader) desire the same for you and yours.

Once we make the change, we must make it a habit.
 Make it a habit to save and invest, to use these school loans to keep
our own finances in acceleration. Therefore, we can enjoy things such
as trips and nights/days out without the stress of worrying about how
we will bounce back after spending a certain amount.


Where Are You?

The Talk

The goal is to have the conversation and to keep the energy
manifested from it flowing. Money talks like our stomachs when
it’s hungry; and college students are known to be barely surviving
off ramen. We must have this conversation; on economics. We
must consider how we spend our money, especially the free
money we receive from college. We make up 13.7 percent of the
total population in the U.S with a buying power of $1.1 trillion.
Key words: “buying” & “power”. We have so much power that is
being invested in buying, rather than investing to own and owning
to trade. If we desire to see change in our communities, in our
lives, and our families lives, and if we desire to more of a

connected people that is affective in unison, we must shift the
economic standing. We must do it, and we can.

Not Just the Richest Black Man
The Richest Man in History

Mansa Musa

In 1312, Musa became emperor of the Mali Empire following
the death of his predecessor, Abu-Bakr II. When he was crowned,
he was given the name Mansa (king).
He was the fourteenth century emperor of the Mali Empire, a
state which stretched across two thousand miles from the Atlantic
Ocean to Lake Chad, and which included all or parts of the
modern nations of Mauritania, Senegal, Gambia, Guinea, Burkina
Faso, Mali, Niger, Nigeria, and Nigeria. He ensured decades of
peace and prosperity in Western Afrika. He became the first

Muslim ruler in West Africa to make the nearly four-thousandmile journey to Mecca. Accompanied by thousands of richly
dressed servants and supporters Musa made generous donations
to the poor and to charitable organizations as well as the rulers of
the lands his entourage crossed. He gave out so much gold that he
generated a brief decline in its value. Cairo’s gold market
recovered over a decade later.
Musa’s pilgrimage to Mecca brought Mali to the attention of
Europe. For the next two centuries Italian, German, and Spanish
cartographers produced maps of the world which showed Mali
and which often referenced Mansa Musa. The first of these maps
appeared in Italy in 1339 with Mansa Musa’s name and likeness.

–
See more at: http://www.blackpast.org/gah/musa-mansa-12801337#sthash.DjXxa6EU.dpuf

Do not invest too much time in reading superficial
books; read history. Learn how your people invented
things, and when they invented it, and how it changed
society. Learn the trade. Figure out the commodities of
that time period; the culture. Get the- “where?” “Who?”
And the “what?”. Learn how these things pertain to you
and you will know what you need to do or need to create,
in order to change society.

Cold Facts

Current event articles and Statistics in real time…

Mr. Chang Addresses the concerns of Black people

A leader of one of Asia’s leading
peoples in an interview addresses the current condition of black
people, and why “blacks” are in their current position, and
continue to hold the status they’ve held onto for years.

Asian Interviewer: “Can you address their concerns Mr.Chang?”
MR. CHANG: “The concerns of Black people? Yes I can. The
fact is, that we all live under a system of White Supremacy. We
Asian people look back at our long history of conflict with the
European. We observe their strategies and develop our own, in
response and in kind. There is no need for loud mass movements
on our part, because we intend to overtake them in time, through
action and personal sacrifice”.
Asian INTERVIEWER: “And the Black man?”

MR. CHANG: “He does not count into our situation. He is
simply here. We do not hate the Black man. We just love the
Asian man most. Real love–not cliche. We want to see Asian
man happy, so we employ him. We eat together. We spend time
with each other. We want his kids to be educated, so we invest
in our own schools that offer our children the technical abilities
to change the world’s power structure in our favor.
We want to see the Asian man safe, so we purchase and
organize our own communities. We want him to remain Asian,
so we reduce the outside influence of others ideologies and
cultures. While he fought to sniff behind the White man, the
Black man has had the opportunity and every right in the world
to do the same, but he chooses to indict people like me for not
hiring him over my own brothers. For me to do this would be
foolish and that would not be Asian love.
In contrast, the Black man will fight for the right to be up under
everyone else other than other Black people who he should feel
the most love for. If our indifference to their situation make us
racist, then what would you call the Black man’s indifference to
his own situation?”

What shall we take from this? If everyone else can notice the
cause for our disposition in society, why can’t we? We are a
race of people who cry “unify!” But have been confused and
too emotionally outweighed to realize where exactly and how
exactly we need to build unity. Until we are stable to provide

and depend within our own unit, we will be unstable
mentally, physically, and spiritually.
When stress arrives and rests itself within you, the spirit is
exhausted.
We have been an exhausted people, and it shows in our lazy
consumption habits. We eat lazy, we invest lazy, however we
spend with so much energy.
I do not believe that Mr. Chang was trying to “bash” or
“slander” black people, he simply spoke on how he deals
with his people and how his peoples deal with each other in
comparison to how we deal with each other as a people.
What we should gain from this is an enlightenment.


Source: https://manstruth.com/2015/12/22/mr-chang-addresses-the-concerns-of-blackpeople/

As Told by Forbes: The Racial Wealth Gap: Why A
Typical White Household Has 16 Times The Wealth of
a Black One

The United States is becoming much more racially and
ethnically diverse. At the same time, it’s becoming more
unequal in terms of wealth and income. These two trends are
combining in an uncomfortable way: the wealth and income
divide is happening along racial and ethnic lines.
 The typical black household now has just 6% of the wealth
of the typical white household; the typical Latino
household has just 8%, according to a recent study
called The Racial Wealth Gap: Why Policy Matters, by
Demos, a public policy organization promoting democracy
and equality, and the Institute on Assets and Social Policy.
In absolute terms, the median white household had $111,146 in
wealth holdings in 2011, compared to $7,113 for the median
black household and $8,348 for the median Latino household.

(All figures come from the U.S. Census Bureau Survey of
Income and Program Participation.)

This is what is called the racial wealth gap.

While the disparity might seem only to be a problem for the economically
disadvantaged families of color, it actually worsens political and economic
outcomes for the entire country.



Source: http://www.forbes.com/sites/laurashin/2015/03/26/the-racial-wealth-gap-why-atypical-white-household-has-16-times-the-wealth-of-a-black-one/#5cf505a56c5b

Our Current Buying Power

“African-Americans make an average of 156 shopping
trips per year, compared with 146 for the total
market. Favoring smaller retail outlets, blacks shop
more frequently at drug stores, convenience stores,
and dollar stores. Beauty supply stores are also
popular within the black community, as they
typically carry an abundance of ethnic hair and
beauty aids reside that cater specifically to the unique
needs of African-American hair textures. Overall,
health and beauty supply stores have an average
household penetration rate of 46 percent among
African-Americans, and the average black household
spends an average of $94 in this store channel each
year, providing a significant opportunity to connect
with black shoppers.”



Source: http://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/news/2013/african-american-consumersare-more-relevant-than-ever.html



Our current buying power is $1 trillion which is estimated to reach
$1.3 trillion by the year 2017. As detailed in a new report published
by Nielsen in collaboration with the National Newspaper Publishers
Association (NNPA), black consumers have notable distinctions from
other consumer groups, and understanding this group critical to
making lasting connections.
Currently 43 million strong, African-American consumers have
unique behaviors from the total market. For example, they’re more
aggressive consumers of media and they shop more frequently.
Blacks watch more television (37%), make more shopping trips
(eight), purchase more ethnic beauty and grooming products (nine
times more), read more financial magazines (28%) and spend more
than twice the time at personal hosted websites than any other group.
While 81 percent of blacks believe that products advertised using
black media are more relevant to them, only 3 percent ($2.24 billion)
of $75 billion spent on television, magazine, Internet and radio
advertising was with media focused specifically on black audiences.
While 81 percent of blacks believe that products advertised using
black media are more relevant to them, only 3 percent ($2.24 billion)
of $75 billion spent on television, magazine, Internet and radio
advertising was with media focused specifically on black audiences.
Though African-Americans have no language barriers that distinguish
them from the total market, specific cultural nuances that make up the

“black experience” are important to note for this ever-growing
community.

African Americans demonstrate continued
optimism and growing affluence but still face
long-term planning challenges
Our "2015-2016 African American Financial Experience" study
found that African Americans demonstrate continued optimism
about their current financial situation and growing affluence. Yet
gaps in long-term retirement planning, including not taking
advantage of financial and investment tools, may hinder the
ability to build long-term wealth.

Continued optimism
Among those surveyed:








Most African Americans report a greater sense of advancement
and optimism about their financial situations, compared to the
general population.
More than half of African Americans surveyed say they are
better off than they were five years ago and feel better off than
their parents were at their age.
There is also widespread optimism that financial gains will
continue to build, with 58 percent of African Americans indicating
they expect the next generation of their family will have a better
financial situation than their own, compared to only 46 percent of
the general population.
Most African Americans (52 percent) feel very well prepared to
make smart financial decisions, while only 40 percent of the
general population describes themselves that way. However,
among African Americans who express high levels of confidence
about their financial decision-making and money management

skills, significantly more respondents describe themselves as
savers rather than investors, indicating there is a need to increase
knowledge of and access to investments.

About the study
The study, conducted by GfK, is based on a spring 2015 poll of

1,043 Americans who identify as African American or Black
and 556 general population Americans on a broad range of
financial topics. All participants are age 25-70. Among the
respondents, 149 identify themselves as veterans of the U.S.
military, 214 are caregivers for another person (such as a
spouse, parent, elderly or ill relative, special needs child, etc.),
and 216 have a household income of $150,000 or more. The
overall margin of sampling error is +/- 3% for African
Americans and +/- 4% for the general population.




Source:
http://www.prudential.com/media/managed/aa/aafacingthechallenge.shtml

ManSTRuth is an education platform which teaches through
the arts of poetry, Short Stories (Novelas), Lectures, Visuals, and
Spoken Word. As well as providing a secondary or primary class
of education to people of color; the so-called African-Americans;
Aboriginals Indigenous Peoples of America across the world.
Our mission is to ‘STR’- Stimulate The Running mind. A mind
that never stops running needs its appropriate energy.
We provide education to students of College Grade level;
providing ManSTRuth as an extra-off-The Books (at home)
curriculum.
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